
 
 

 

Press release 

 

Sopra Steria achieves the Cloud Migration Partner Specialization 

in the Google Cloud Partner Advantage Program 
 

 

Paris, June 28, 2022 – Sopra Steria, a European Tech leader recognised for its 
consulting, digital services and software development, today announced its Digital 
and Cloud Center of Excellence has successfully passed the Cloud Migration Partner 
Specialization audit. 
 
Google Cloud Specialization is the highest technical designation a partner can earn. Partners 
who have achieved a Specialization in a solution area have an established Google Cloud 
services practice, consistent customer success, and proven technical capabilities, vetted by 
Google and a third-party assessor. 

This Cloud Migration partner specialization demonstrates that Sopra Steria Teams have proven 
expertise and successfully built customer Cloud Migration solutions of workload and data from 
on-premises, private Cloud or other public Clouds to Google Cloud technologies. This 
specialization encompasses:  

▪ Capabilities Assessment, including a process for discovering, assessing existing 
workload, data from business and technical perspectives, solution design, 
implementation and migration execution relevant with the identified dependencies and 
SLAs (Service-Level agreements). 

▪ Security and Reliability, spanning from security policies, access, encryption to 
availability and resilience 

▪ Monitoring and Reporting, covering the migration progress, solution performance 
analysis and reporting 

▪ Optimization, Customer Satisfaction and Improvement 

Sopra Steria Digital and Cloud Center of Excellence enables comprehensive, value-led and 
flexible migration and modernization approach to unlock value from prior investments. Our 
multi-disciplinary teams define customized roadmap for complex or large-scale workload 
migration, including security and compliance requirements. They provide architecture and 
post-implementation activities, secured by well-architected review.   

“The Cloud Migration is often a first-step of our customers’ digitalization plans. This phase 
triggers business-driven technology activities allowing to reinventing customer experience, 
enhancing operational efficiency, or creating new products and features. It also accelerates 
the pace of adoption of Data, Artificial Intelligence or IoT solutions into their digital platforms 
for better resolving business-critical challenges” said Grégory Wintrebert, CEO at Sopra 
Steria France. 
 
As a Google Cloud Premier Partner and member of the Google Cloud Managed Service Provider 
(MSP) program, Sopra Steria provides end-to-end Transformation Services including Cloud 
Assessment, Hybrid and multi-cloud platform Design, Migration, Apps Development, 



 
 

 

Modernization and Managed Services including Observability, SRE/DevSecOps/NoOps and 
FinOps activities. 

 

 
 
About Sopra Steria 

Sopra Steria, a European Tech leader recognised for its consulting, digital services and software development, helps its clients 

drive their digital transformation to obtain tangible and sustainable benefits. It provides end-to-end solutions to make large 

companies and organisations more competitive by combining in-depth knowledge of a wide range of business sectors and 

innovative technologies with a fully collaborative approach. Sopra Steria places people at the heart of everything it does and is 

committed to making the most of digital technology to build a positive future for its clients. With 47,000 employees in nearly 30 

countries, the Group generated revenue of €4.7 billion in 2021. 

The world is how we shape it. 

Sopra Steria Group (SOP) is listed on Euronext Paris (Compartment A) - ISIN: FR0000050809 

For more information, please visit our website www.soprasteria.com 
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Sopra Steria: Alexandra Paléologue, +33 (0)6 79 75 48 83 – alexandra.paleologue@soprasteria.com  
Burson Cohn & Wolfe: Vincent Darricarrere, +33 (0)6 76 05 95 63 -vincent.darricarrere@bcw-global.com 
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